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The Frec Trade Agreement (FTA) between the United States and 
Canada offers economic opportunities to localities on both sides of the 
Niagara Frontier that are likely to speed integration of the western 
New York economy with that of the Toronto metropolitan region. 
While there have been many studies of the impact of the Free Trade 
Agreement on Canada (Magun et al. 1988) and the United States 
(Wharton Econometries 1988) at the national level and fewer at the 
provincial (Informetriea 1985) and state levels (Taylor 1988), there 
have been very few systematie comparative studies at the local level. 
Despite the promises of free trade (Chang 1989), it is recognized that 
trade pacts are geographieally discriminatory (Hamilton and 
Whalley 1985). Thus, expectations abou t the impact of the FTA on 
New York Statc as a whole (Doh 1989) are unlikely to hold for the 
counties of western New York. 

The project described in this article was designed to provide 
information to local development agents-planning agencies, trade 
associations, and individual entrepreneurs-concerned with the 
impact of the Frcc Trade Agreement (CRS 1989a). Unfortunately, any 
analysis of trends and opportunities arising from the Free Trade 
Agreement for the Niagara Frontier region is Iimited by the 
availability of data. Moreover, development practitioners are 
typically skcptical of rcgional science methodologies (see Jensen 1990). 
Before presenting the formaI methods used in the study and explaining 
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how these two considerations compromise the method of analysis, 
sorne of the implications of the Free Trade Agreement for the Niagara 
Frontier region are reviewed. 

The rationale for the expected strengthening of economic ties 
across the Niagara Frontier is apparent from a variety of perspec
tives. The first is simply geographic (McConnell and Harrington 1989). 
Toronto, with its population of over 5 million (including surroundings), 
is located only 100 miles from western New York, with its population 
of less than 2 million. Although New York State has a total popula
tion of about 18 million, the majority live in metropolitan New York 
City over 400 miles away. Western New York is equally distant from 
other major centres (such as Pittsburgh, Cleveland, and Detroit). 
Because of its proximity to Toronto, western New York (including the 
neighbouring Rochester region) is likely to experience a greater impact 
from the Free Trade Agreement than any other area in the United 
States. Moreover, the agreement is likely to enhancc international 
north-south trade across the border at the expense of east-west 
intranational trade within Canada and the United States (Wylie and 
Wylie 1988). 

The second perspective is that Toronto appears to be becoming at 
least a second-rank "world city"-that is, a city in which major 
corporations choose to locate headquarters-because of the global 
economic restructuring arising from the changing balance between the 
location of factors of production and markets and distribution costs. 
Using the terminology of Frey (1990), these cities are "command and 
control centers" (although, because Frey excludes Toronto and the 
recent developments described next from his analysis, he misspecifies 
the situation of Buffalo). Other authors recognize that the FTA opens 
up Buffalo's future as the "Gateway City" to Canada (Soldatos 1990). 

The rapid growth of Toronto over the la st decades is also 
attributable to such historical factors as the opening of the St. 
Lawrence Seaway and the flight of capital from Quebec in the 1960s. 
The ensuing spillover growth in neighbouring localities along the 
"Golden Horseshoe" from Montreal to Toronto to Fort Erie (McConnell 
and Harrington 1989) has been feH in ail directions but measured in the 
cities of London (to the east) and St. Catharines-Niagara (to the 
south). Moreover, this spillover growth from Toronto already has been 
a major factor behind the partial recovery of the Buffalo economy, 
reinforcing the sustained growth since 1982 of the entire US. economy. 

For the border region as whole, the long-term trend has been 
Buffalo's replacement by Toronto as the major metropolitan centre on 
the Niagara Frontier. Thus, at this regional level the characteri
zation of Gunter (1988) that Canada is "in bed with [an] elephant" is 
reversed. In contrast to the Toronto region, the Buffalo region 
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experienced little growth of population from 1950 to 1970 and actually 
lost population steadily after 1970 both to other parts of the United 
States and to its suburbs. The recent preliminary US. Census also 
shows a net decline in population during the 1980s. Although current 
population forecasts assume little change for the coming decades for 
the city, or for western New York as a whole, since 1985 the area 
appears to have achieved a substantial turnaround. Not least, total 
employment growth has accclerated by 2.5 percent, from a 0.4 percent 
annual decline for 1980-1985 to a 2.1 annual increase for 1985-1989. This 
acceleration appears to be much greater than for any other major 
locality in the region (CRS 1989a). 

The malaise and recovery have been accompanied by a restruc
turing of the western New York economy, in both its composition and 
its geography. In terms of the area's economic structure, as in most 
other regions of North America most new employment in western New 
York is in the service industries. Neverthelcss, manufacturing employ
ment growth has accelerated by 4.1 percent since 1985, and the share of 
manufacturing in the area's economy exceeds the national average by 
the same amount as in 1980. Thus, the common perception that the area 
has become "de-industrialized" appears inaccurate in relative terms, 
and, while the importance of service industries in the region is 
increasing, it is likely that manufacturing will continue to play a key 
role in the future. 

Even as the population of the region has fallen, within western 
New York it is apparent that the focus of economic activity and 
population has shifted from the city of Buffalo (and contiguous cities 
such as Lackawana) into the suburbs (see CRS 1987). Thus, in the same 
way in which the historic economic roles of Buffalo and Toronto have 
reversed, the centre of economic activity within the western New York 
region itself is shifting away from Buffalo. To the extent that the 
growth of the Toronto economy has been responsible for this economic 
revival, this is likely to promote further economic development 
toward the Niagara Frontier, just as trade with the United States as a 
whole should pull the locus of economic development of the Toronto 
metropolitan area southward. 

Likewise, because land prices between metropolitan Toronto and 
metropolitan Buffalo differ by up to a factor of 10, sorne industries 
servicing the Toronto metropolitan area will continue to find western 
New York a favourable location (McConnell and Harrington 1989). 
Cost comparisons usually conclude that US. companies enjoy 
significant advantages over their Canadian rivais, forcing Canadians 
to work harder or move their operations south (see Low 1990). 
Furthermore, while the pace of change in the Toronto economy has 
slowed, it is now being fucled by new Asian capital, especially from 
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Hong Kong. But, even if there is now sorne hope that western New York 
may have escaped the prospect of becoming of an obsolcte periphery, 
there is the question of whether the Buffalo area will become a 
satellite (benefiting from the trickle-down growth from Toronto but 
serving as a low-cost manufacturing or "back office" service industry 
location), or a suburb of Toronto (part of a deepening commuter belt), or 
one end of an extended metropolitan area (a megalopolis similar to the 
"Bos-Wash" urban corridor on the eastern seaboard). Regional 
geographers have not been overly successful at anticipating or even 
measuring such outcomes (Fisch 1984; Rietveld 1989). 

On balance, the Free Trade Agreement may offer sorne economic 
stimulus to western New York, but this may be considerably less 
important than the ongoing and rapidly developing economic relation
ship between the Buffalo and Toronto regions. Arguably, the economic 
revival and the future restructuring of the western New York economy 
cannot be understood outside of this relationship. Bringing together 
the spatial and the structural changes suggests that sorne activities 
may centralize in Toronto while others may locate on the margins. A 
recent study of the food products industry (CRS 1988), for examplc, 
revealed that the industry was restructuring and relocating to trans
portation nodes on the periphery of major cities primarily because of 
changing tas tes toward more healthful and ready-to-eat foods and 
new distribution technologies. It appears likely that Buffalo offers a 
similar location with respect to Toronto. 

The reduced tariffs and other trade barriers stemming from the 
FTA should enable regions on both sides of the border to take 
advantage of opportunities in economies of scale in production or 
distribution or for the agglomeration of economic activities. The 
bottom-line ra tionale of any free trade agreement is, above ail, to 
facilitate the building of an overall more efficient economic system 
(Sodersten 1980). The final acceptance of thesc principles is deemed by 
sorne authors to "mark the beginning of a new era in the US-Canada 
trade relations" (Chang 1989). Following this rationale, two kinds of 
opportunities exist for the Toronto-Buffalo-Rochester region: (1) those 
arising from a strengthening of the region as a whole in relation to the 
rest of North America and the world and (2) those arising from greater 
specialization and economic integration among the subregions, cities, 
and counties themselves within the region. These two possibilities are 
obviously related since, in general, greater economic specialization 
should make the region collectively more competitive. 

To take advantage of the traditional economies of scalc and ag
glomeration and changing production techniques, localities generally 
must specialize in particular goods and services, and the volume of 
interlocality exchanges must increase. This specialization takes place 
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at the level of individual products and businesses and so is often less 
apparent at the level of aggregate production sectors such as food 
processing, publishing, or business services. Although the overall 
impact for both sides of the border should be positive, it is likely that 
jobs will be lost in sorne industries and gained in others. Clearly, 
western New York may gain employment in industries where speciali
zation is favoured on the Buffalo side of the border but lose employ
ment in industries where production is favoured in the Toronto region. 
Moreover, sorne regions that are very specialized but outcompeted 
stand to lose overall unless efforts are made to compensate for this (as 
indicated by Hamilton and Whalley 1985). On balance, the spillover 
process is likely to have a broad geographic impact but will promote 
the greatest changes, both positive and negative, in those regions 
closest to Toronto. Thus, Niagara County will be more directly affected 
than Allegheny County, even though holiday and ski resorts in the 
southern tier arc already benefitting from economic integration. 
Finally, it should be noted that the trickle-down from economic 
restructuring is likely to be unevenly distributed within localities and 
may worsen existing social disparities (sec Cole 1987). Clearly, then, 
identification of the impacts on pockets of urban and rural poverty 
requires a fairly fine geographie, sectoral, and social mesh. 

The above summary raises a wide range of questions about the 
locality- and sector-specific impacts of the FTA and concurrent restruc
turing and the challenges for policy-oriented regional research 
methodology. Within this context, the various private and public 
development practitioners have varying interests: entrepreneurs want 
to identify specifie markets and new business locations; trade organi
zations and sorne public devclopment agencies seek the same informa
tion but in more general ways. The latter also may be concerned with 
the overall effects. 

The project described in this article set out to provide indicators 
that would help economie development agencies and trade organi
zations understand the possibilities for economic integration across the 
Niagara Frontier. These indicators would in turn act as a "filter" for 
more detailed sector-specific and firm-Ievel studies examining the 
precise opportunities for individual businesses and localities. The 
essence of the approach, then, was that it would provide practieal 
indicators, derived in a fairly straightforward manner, that would be 
a prelude to more selective analysis. But to go beyond this information 
and assess, for example, the mutual spillover and economic advantage 
of the regional integration, it is necessary to go beyond the straight
forward techniques. The possibilities-and constraints-for this are 
discussed as weil. 
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Although sorne assessments of the overall merits of the Free Trade 
Agreement at the national level can be made using trade theoretic 
arguments (these tend ta favour Canada as the smaller economy; see 
Chang 1989, 1991), or at a detailed sectoral level by applying these 
same principles in a general equilibrium model (Dungan 1985; Brown 
and Stern 1989), the above discussion suggests that the most 
appropria te starting point for addressing the question of economic 
integration across the Niagara Frontier is a spatial and structural 
regional science analysis rather than a trade theoretic method. Thus, 
an "ideal" approach might be a multiregional combined location and 
input-output method such as those first proposed by Isard (1951) and 
Leontief (1953). 

Unfortunately, most of the detailed comprehensive statistics 
dealing with the economic situation of western New York and the 
Toronto region are outdated. Although employment data are most 
readily compared across countries and time periods, these statistics 
are not collected in the same way, and in bath countries sectoral 
definitions have changed over time. This relative lack of data at the 
level of localities within western New York and the Toronto region 
calls for a less sophisticated approach as does the need for method 
credible ta practical poliey makers. The discussion of methodology 
therefore begins by considering the simplest approach and then moves 
ta sorne modifications and extensions of that approach. 

A Location Quotient Method 

For the initial analysis, structural differences between locali ties, and 
thus their import-export potentials, are measured using a location 
quotient (LQ) mcthod. Rc1ative competitiveness is measured on the 
basis of relative employment growth rates by sector using a shift
share method. The above discussion suggcsts that bath structure and 
competitiveness may be changing rapidly. 

Most policy makers are familiar with the use of location quotients 
(a location's relative shares of employment in each industry) ta 
measurc relative production intensity, which can then be used ta 
compare a given locality ta a nation. It is argued that when the 
quotient for a particular industry is high-that is, there is sorne 
degree of specialization in the locality-the locality must have net 
exports of this product. Conversely, if the quotient is low, the locality 
is likely ta import the good. This method has been found ta provide 
acceptable results for thosc' sectors identified as export oriented 
(Hinojosa and Pigozzi 1988). 

Description 

E

Formally, the assumption is that, since the quotient LQ = (e/ et) / 
Œ/Et), where ei and et are the local sectoral and total employment and 

j and Et are the corresponding national employment, then the net 
exports (or imports) are given by LQ - 1 = (e j - e;*)/e j*, where et = 
(eJEt)E j is the sectoral employment if the locality had the same 
composition as the national economy. It is assumed that the local 
share of total demand (LD) for each commodity is LD = LQ if LQ < 1 
and LD = 1 if LQ ~ 1. 

By comparing location quotients across regions by sector, it is 
possible ta identify potential markets for those regions that have 
surplus production of, or net demand for, partieular goods. For the 
present project, location quotient indieators were measured relative to 
the Toronto-Buffalo-Rochester region as a whole (LRD) and to Canada 
and the Unitcd States combined in the so-called CANAM bloc (LBD) 
rather than against national economies. This made it possible to 
distinguish between each locality's export potential from the region 
and interlocality trade within the region. 

Shift-share analysis compares relative growth rates of 
employment across sectors with the corresponding national sedoral 
growth rates (see Miller and Blair 1985). If a sector shows an 
especially high rc1ative growth rate in a partieular locality, it might 
be infcrred that the sector is relatively competitive. Obviously, sorne 
caution is needed since, for example, slow average growth for manufac
turing as a wholc may mask very rapid growth in small rapidly 
expanding industries. Similarly, a short-run fall in employment in a 
locality might signal a change in production methods and thus the 
prospect of improved competitiveness. Again, the indicators were 
measured for each locality and sector relative ta the Toronto-Buffalo
Rochester region and the CANAM bloc. The indieators of interest for 
the project were sectoral growth relative ta the region, LRS = (oe j 

oeR); relative ta the CANAM bloc, LBS = (oe; - oeN); and relative to 
the locality average, LLS = (oe; - oet), where Rand B denote the region 
and bloc, respectively. 

Whcn these indieators are combined, a high location quotient 
coupled with a relatively high growth rate, for example, suggest that 
a locality may have especially good potcntial for exports. Conversely, 
a low quotient and a low growth ratc suggest that a locality may have 
the potential for imports. A comparison across localities and sectors 
provides sorne cIues as ta present and future trade potential. ln general, 
competitiveness relative ta the region is represented by CR = CR(LRD, 
LRS), and competitiveness relative to the bloc is represented by CB = 
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CB(LBD, LBS). Thus, a sector may be competitive with respect to aIl 
or sorne of the localities in the Toronto-Buffalo-Rochester region but 
not the CANAM bloc as a whole. These combinations of indicators 
have been used to construct trade potential indicators, adjusted by 
sectoral tariff shifts, and a matrix of intraregional trade indicators. 

Regions, Localities, and Sectors 

Using the above approach, pairs of indicators were calculated for the 
entire region systematically, sector by sector and region by region, to 
compare regions and industries in terms of their competitiveness and 
export potentiaI. "Profiles" based on location quotients and shift
share relative growth rates were constructed for sorne 20 localities and 
regions, and 68 sectors were established. The study area comprised the 
Toronto region (subdivided into the Canadian CMAs of metropolitan 
Toronto, Hamilton, London, St. Catharines, and Kitchener), the 
Buffalo region (subdivided into eight counties and including the 
Buffalo SMSA), and the Rochester region (subdivided into four 
counties and including the Rochester SMSA). Comparable data were 
also prepared for Canada and the province of Ontario, for the United 
States and New York State, and for the two aggregate regions, the 
Toronto-Buffalo-Rochester region and the CANAM bloc. 

Production sectors were subdivided into primary activities 
(mining, agriculture, and construction); 40 sectors of manufacturing as 
weil as utilities, transport, and trade; services (finance, insurance, real 
esta te [FIRE], health, and education); and government activities. The 
manufacturing sector included 32 high-technology activities (see 
Bessant and Cole 1985). Data were only available for the 1980-1985 
period at this level of detail on a comparable basis for localities in 
both Canada and United States at the time of the study. Trends for 
1985-1989 are estimated from an aggregated data set. 

These regional profiles provide a cross-section of economic activity 
by sector. For example, for the western New York region, six sectors 
(excluding government) have location quotients markedly higher (say, 
above 1.2) than those of the CANAM bloc, and five have high 
location quotients relative to the Toronto-Buffalo-Rochester region. 
Using the interpretation of these indicators given earlier, this suggests 
that these sectors are likely to be exporting to the wider regions. For 
example, the indicators suggest that western New York exports food 
products into the Toronto-Buffalo-Rochester region as weil as to the 
CAN AM bloc, but the rclatively poor growth rate indicates that this 
is not a very competitive sector. Location quotients for the machinery 
sector are 2.1 and 2.0 relative to CANAM and Toronto-Buffalo
Rochester, respectively, and its growth rates are 0.7 percent and 
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1.5 percent higher than those of these regions, indicating that western 
New York is Iikely to be a competitive force in both regions. 

The most competitive sectors are not necessarily those with the 
greatest location quotients. For example, in the education sector in 
western New York employment growth is 4 percent faster than that of 
either CANAM or Toronto-Buffalo-Rochester despite location 
quotients of only 0.8 and 0.3 relative to those regions. 

The Impact of FTA Tariff Adjustments 

Tariffs tend to be applied to specifie products and therefore vary 
widely across categories as broad as those considered above. 
GeneraIly, average tariffs against U.s. manufactured goods entering 
Canada are higher than those for Canadian goods entering the United 
States. In particular, the relative priee advantage to U.s. producers if 
tariffs are completely removed appears to be 8.8 percent for foodstuffs, 
9.7 percent for textiles, 6.6 for paper products, and 7.3 percent for 
chemicals, for example. 

These prospective tariff shifts have led many commenta tors to 
suppose that the Free Trade Agreement will favour U.s. producers in 
many sectors (Doh 1989). But the point made earlier that the Free 
Trade Agreement is largely a symptom of a major regional (and global) 
restructuring has to be reinforced. On average, the relative advantage 
is less than 5 percent, and sorne estimates suggest it to be even as low as 
2 percent of production costs (Chang 1990). While this is not 
insignificant, it has to be judged against rela ti ve labour costs, skills 
and productivity, distribution costs, and 50 on, or simply against the 
fact that Canada-U.s. exchange rates have f1uctuated by more than 
this amount in the last five years. It is weIl accepted that priee is less 
of a consideration for many products than such factors as good design 
and prompt delivery. The extra cast and complexity of "doing business" 
in Canada are often cited as a factor in relocation and trading decisions 
(MacPherson and McConneIl 1990), while the Western New York 
Canada Council (1990) sees the border bridges as a physical 
impediment to rapid integration. ln this sense, the removal of tariffs 
alone is Iikely ta make only a marginal change in marketing practices. 

The results of incorporating tariff reductions into the composite 
"competitiveness" indicators for the western New York economy and 
that of the Toronto region are shown in Table 1. Products are placed in 
three groups: very competitive, moderately competitive, and not 
competitive. For western New York, the first group includes sectors 
with a location quotient greater than 1.5 and a local growth rate faster 
than those in the CANAM bloc and the Toronto-Buffalo-Rochester 
region. Thus, this group might be expected to gain most from 
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TABLE 1 Categorization of Products on the Basis of Their Composite 
"Competitiveness" Indicators in Western New York and Toronto Region 

WESTERN NEW YORK 

Very Competitive Moderately Competitive Not Competitive 

FAVOURABLE TARrFF 

Machinery l'rintmg and publishing Agriculture (except grain) 
(commercial (book pu blishing) Textiles, leather, clothing 
refrigcration, Rubber and plastics Food, beverages, lobacco 
air-cond.) Fumiture and fixlures Non-metallic mineraIs (glass, clay) 

<household and mise. Paper products (fine, container, boxboard) 
furo) Chemicals (organic) 

Fabricated metals (heating equip.) 
Flectrical producls (apphances) 
Transportation equipment 

NEUTRAL TARl!'F 

Machinery Printing and publishing Agriculture (grain); mining 
(industrial, (newspaper, periodical Chemicals (pharmaceuticals) 
agricultural publishing) Petroleum, coal prod ucts 
implements) Fabricated metals (excl. heating equip.) 

Electrical producls (indus. l'qui p.) 

ADVERSE TARl!'F 

Fumiture and fixtures Lumber; primary metals 
(office fumilure) Paper products (newsprint, wood pulp) 

Chemicals (petrochemicals, inorganics, 
agricultural) 
Non-melallic minerais (cement, concrete) 

TORONTO REGION 

Very Competitive Moderately Competitive Not Competitive 

FAVOL1{ABLE TARU'F 

Non-metallic Lumber Fumiture and fixlures (office fumiture)
 
mineraIs l'aper products Chemicals (peirochemicals, inorganics,
 
(cement, (newsprint, wood pulp) agricultural)
 
concrete) l'rimary metals
 

Electrical products
 
(appliances)
 

NEUTRAL TARIFF 

Machinery 
(industrial, 
agricultural 
implements) 

Fabricated metals (excl. 
heating equip.) 
Eleclrical producls 
(industrial equipment) 
Agriculture (grain) 
\I1.ining 

Printing and pubhshing (newspaper, 
periodical publishing) 
Chemicals (pharmaœuticals) 

ADVlJ{SE TARlFF 

Textiles Food, beverages, tobacco Leather 
Non-metallic Clothing Transportation equipment 
minerais (gl ass, Paper products (fine, Fumiture and fixtures (household and 
clay) container, boxboard) mise. furn) 
Machinery Fabricatcd metals Printing and publishing (commercial 
(refrigera ti on, <heating equip.) prin ting, book publishing) 
air-cond.) Agriculture (excl. grain) Chemicals (organic) 
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favourablc tariff shifts. Non-competitive products, in contrast, have 
growth rates lower than the CANAM growth rate and location 
quotients below 1. On this basis, the machinery sector-especially 
such items as commercial refrigeration and air-conditioning-and 
publishing appear ta be in very competitive positions. For the Toronto 
region, it is evident that sorne of the resuits are complementary ta 
those for western New York. Indeed, one specifie result can be traced ta 
a single auto plant in the Buffalo area that manufactures radiators for 
automobiles and trans-ships them across the border ta assembly plants 
in metropolitan Toronto (under the Auto Pact, this trade is already 
tariff-free). 

Interlocality Trade Potential 

ln general, it is not easy ta identify the specifie firms involved in 
in terlocality interactions because no comprehensive data exist on 
actual trade between localities in western New York and those in 
southern Ontario, and much of the data (including ail the employment 
statistics) are non-disclosable at the firm-specific level. Because the 
cross-border trade statistics available for the Niagara Frontier 
include goods shipments from ail regions of the United States and 
Canada, they do not refiect weil exports and imports of local products. 
The next exercise provides sorne indicators for this. 

Table 2 illustrates for the machinery sector what happens when 
measures for ail regions are brought together ta provide surrogate 
indicators of the possibilities for interregional trade by, for example, 
cross-referencing the import potential of one region with the export 
potential of another. According to the findings in this table, the 
machinery industry in the Buffalo and Rochester regions may have 
good prospects for exports ta both sides of the border-but especially ta 
Canada, This includes adjacent regions such as St. Catharines as weil 
as parts of Canada outside the Toronto metropolitan region. Although 
these prospects arc good, the impetus for US. exports from the Free 
Trade Agreement itself is relatively small. 

The indicators in Table 2 arc not a measure of the volume of trade. 
They serve merciy as indications that there is probably good export 
potential and thus act as a guide ta market targeting efforts. Such 
indications may be reinforccd, as before, by sectoral comparisons across 
localities of growth rates, tariff shifts, and competitiveness 
indicators. 

Because the LQ method is intuitively simple and any "good" 
opportunities pinpointed by individual indicators can be partially 
checked rather readily (by referring ta the relevant "yellow pages" or 
local trade organization), such a method has pragmatic appeal. Since 
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entrepreneurs are usually seeking a few reasonable opportunities 
rather than ail opportunities, the marginal or poor indicators can be 
ignored. Obviously, for any particular sector or pair of localities the 
indicator may be faulty. Nevertheless, on balance, the indicators are 
likely to be right more often than they are wrong! Thus, in a 
statistical sense they provide a useful filter for potential trade 
connections for individual finns. Given the current non-disclosure rules, 
this method generally must be employed "in-house" by trade 
organizations and public agencies whose data bases normally include 
details of individual firms. Here too, there are additional filters for 
identifying potential exporters. For example, such indicators as 
research and development expenditures have often proved to be a good 
guide to a firm's export performance (MacPherson 1989). 

Increasing the complexity of analysis beyond this level creates 
problems of credibility with most of the audience of policy makers for 
this study. Indeed, it is essentially a classic "Catch-22" situation: the 
less simplistic methods of analysis are suspect from theoretical and 
empirical standpoints but are so elaborate as to make them suspect as 
policy tools. Thus, they are not likely to be used. While this dilemma 
may be more acute at the regional and city levels in the United States 
than in Canada (where the role and tradition of planning are better 
recognized), it nevertheless raises a question about the level of 
sophistication warranted or possible in regional policy studies. To 
illustrate the two sides of this question-whether it is possible to 
improve on the above and whether it makes sense to do so-several 
attempts to improve on the above results arc now considered. 

A Modified Location Quotient Method 

The first attempt involves a straightforward modification of the 
simple location quotient (SLQ) method for estimating local imports. 
The attraction of the SLQ method is that only information on 
employment levels is required, and often this is the only information 
available at the local level. Moreover, it is intuitively appealing. 
Despite several variants, the simple location quotient method is still 
considered to give the best results and is the most widely used (see 
Miller and Blair 1985). 

When the SLQ method is applied to a U.s. region, the national 
economy is used as the reference. Implicit in this, as in most LQ 
methods, is the assumption that the reference economy is "self
sufficient" or closed. This assumption is certainly not true for Canada 
and, over the last decade, has become increasingly poor for the United 
States as weIl. But this limitation can be overcome by a fairly 
straightforward extension of the SLQ method. Rather than using 
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national economies as the reference, this exponential locational 
quotient (ELQ) method compares aIl economies (whether regional or 
national) to the "world" economy (which is closed). The derivation of 
the ELQ indicators proceeds as follows. 

For each sector, if RD and ND are, respectively, the domestic 
share of inputs for the region and the nation, and RQ, NQ, and WQ 
are, respectively, the shares of employment held by the sector of 
regional, national, and world total employment, then 

RD = 1 - exp(- ~RQ/WQ) 

and 

ND = 1 - exp(-~NQ/WQ) 

This exponential expression is plausible because it assumes that as the 
LQ for the regional and national economies (that is, RQ/WQ and 
NQ/WQ, respective\y) versus the world increases, imports become 
smaller. The rate at which this happens, however, will vary by 
sectors and is measured by the parameter ~. The size of ~ depends on 
the characteristics of the sector such as the homogeneity of products, 
economies of scale in production relative to distribution, intrafirm 
trade, and so on. While these variables are not known explicitly, 
~/WQ can be found directly from the known level of national imports 
and substituted into the expression for RD as follows: 

~/WQ = -(1 /NQ) In(1 - ND) 

so that 

RD = 1 - exp[(RQ/NQ) In(1 - ND)l 

The ratio RQ/NQ is the location quotient for the region measured 
relative to sorne "national" economy, and ND is the domestic share of 
production for this economy. Normally, this would be, for example, 
western New York measured relative to the United States. But for the 
present project it is more reasonable to measure the regional variable 
relative to the CANAM bloc and treat this as the "national" economy. 

Empirically, the ELQ estimation appears to provide an improved 
prediction. In particular, predictions of Canadian imports (at a 25
sector level of aggregation) improve the "R-squared" statistic from a 
rather low 0.47 for the SLQ method to a respectable 0.84 for the ELQ 
method. 1 This improvement in the explanation of regional import 

1.	 A similar improvement is found for international trade for Scotland and the United 
Kingdom, where the "R-squared" statistic is 0.73 for the ELQ method and 0.33 for 
the SLQ method-see SDA (1990). 
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shares is demonstrated in Figure 1/ which ranks Canadian national 
imports by sector against predictions using the ELQ and SLQ methods. 
Because the revised method uses the same local employment data and 
the only additional data are national imports, the revised method 
may be a useful improvement over the SLQ and acceptable as weIl at 
the policy level since it embodies the same underlying rationale. 

From a regional science perspective, the next logical step would be 
either the construction of regional input-output tables (to take better 
account of the differing structures of each region) or a location model 
(to account for the varying spatial separation between localities), or 
both. The logistics of these extensions are now considered recognizing 
the extreme limitations on data and the skepticism of most potential 
users. Obviously, the justification for proceeding is that more precise 
results are worthwhile and that new information useful to poliey 
makers will become available. 

An Input-Output Table Approach 

Beyond the limitations of the LQ method noted above, the underlying 
assumption that an aboye-average production intensity means that a 
locality has surplus production is questionable. Clearly, this method 
is likely to apply more readily to final goods sectors (such as 
household durables) than to producer goods sectors (where aIl output 
of a particular important local raw material might be used entirely in 
another local industry). For producer goods especially, the assumption 
relating location quotients and exports (that ail locali ties have 
similar requirements) is therefore less reliable. For example, the 
location quotient measures of production intensity suggest that western 
New York exports lumber competitively out of the Toronto-Buffalo
Rochester region but not into it and exports furniture into the rest of the 
region but not out of it. This shows that western New York imports 
lumber for the manufacture of furniture locally, sorne of which is then 
sold to other parts of the region. 

Regional Trade 

It follows that a better estimate of the composition of trade could be 
obtained by taking the local production structure into account-for 
example, using an input-output table. An additional gain from taking 
into account the intersectoral structure of each locality is that the 
imports of each type of good by each sector are estimated-for 
example, the import requirements of a locality for chemicals to be used 
in the textile industry. Technically, it is a fairly straightforward 
matter to construct approximate single-region, unbalanced input-output 
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tables for each locality by "reducing" the corresponding national table 
and to calculate the economy-wide impacts of assumed structural 
changes, although this is not to deny the problems associated with the 
results of such exercises (sec Miller and Blair 1985). Nevertheless, in 
the spirit of seeking to improve the overall statistical reliability of 
the indicators, the exercise seems reasonable, especially since it also 
provides additional potentially useful indica tors. 

The scope of these indicators is illustrated for the Toronto
Buffalo-Rochester region in Table 3, in which column (1) is the 
production intensi ty relative to the global market of the CAN AM bloc 
(a manufacturing region including imported production); column (2) is 
an estimate of the share of local consumption of each good produced in 
the locality (from all sectors); column (3) is the share of total local 
demand by other local producers (that is, intermediate consumption); 
and column (4) is the share of local production exported (to ail other 
regions). A comparison of (1) and (4) shows that when the local 
production intensity (location quotient) is high, the level of exports in 
typically high and vice versa. But for sectors with a given production 
intensity, both import and export shares can vary considerably. For 
example, the construction and food industries each have a location 
quotient of about 1.1, yet 33 percent of construction output is cxported 
compared with 70 percent of food. This clearly suggests that there is 
likely to be sorne significant gain in estimating the import-export 
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potential of each locality and that the indicators would be much 
improved in terms of precision. The specificity of markets is also 
improved because the demand for every commodity by every sector of 
production is estimated. Categorizing requirements in this way allows 
markets to be identified rather precisely. (For example, if sectors are 
treated at the 100-sector level, this would enable markets for 10,000 
product types to be identified over sorne 20 regional markets). This 
finer level of detail begins to approach the needs of entrepreneurs and, 
for reasons given earlier, may have pragmatic appeal. 

IntersectoraI Links and Spillover 

A second type of information obtained indirectly from these tables is 
the estimated trickle-down of growth from the economic linkages 
within localities as measured by such macroeconomic variables as 
employment, value added, and output multipliers for each locality 
with the model closed as in Cole (1989). This is illustrated in columns 
(5)-(10) of Table 3. Thus, it is possible to judge the relative benefits of 
a new export strategy to a locality, for example, in terms of sales, 
employment, taxes and so on. According to Table 3, a $1 million 
expansion of agriculture, for example, stimula tes 40 new jobs in the 
region as a whole, $430,000 in wages, $960,000 in value added, $2.03 
million in new sales by local businesses, and $160,000 in tax revenues 
(to ail levcls of government). Generally, this type of information is of 
little interest to entrepreneurs and trade organizations (unless they 
have a specifie motive in demonstrating the importance of their 
operations to a locality, in which case clients usually want to see the 
largest impact that can be calculated-see CRS 1989b). Moreover, 
insofar as development agencies in the United States increasingly 
identify with business interests, they tend to pay less attention to 
social and economy-wide effects. Indeed, having to factor such 
information into decisions often appears to impose an unwelcome 
constraint on the public-priva te "development partnership". The 
added difficulty here is that to estimate indirect effects reliably 
requires much more precise locality-specific data, and the calculation 
itsclf often involves a sccmingly esoteric "academic" debate about the 
"right way" to measure impacts and multipliers (see Schaffer 1990). In 
addition, rather than simply identifying "good" opportunities that 
can be checked readily, sponsoring agencies are obliged to be more 
dependent than they want on the analyst. 

IntraregionaI Localization and Spillover 

The third type of spinoff from input-output calculations is an estima te 
of the spillover and feedback eHects between regions (see Douglas and 

MacMillan 1983; Miller 1986). This information is important because 
much of the concern with the FTA has been that any specifie initiative 
inevitably involves losses and gains by specifie sectors, albeit within 
an overall "positive sum" outcome. An increase in demand for wood 
products from Cattaraugus County, for example, creates employment in 
ail industries in the county, as weil as elsewhere in the western New 
York region and in the Toronto region. In contrast, a shift in furniture 
assembly to metropolitan Toronto (or direct shipping to urban retailers 
of such dimension products as "flat-packs" or ready-to-assemble kits) 
is likely to be at the expense of struggling plants in Buffalo. The trade 
flows in single-region input-output tables (as above), however, are 
calculated independently from those of neighbouring regions and 
therefore may collectively over- or undercount aggregate trade levels 
and prove to be an unreliable guide to spillover between regions. As we 
will see below, a better estimate may be obtained by adopting an 
alternative method. 

A Method for Estimating Localization Coefficients 
The method retained here is a location theory method such as the 
gravity model, which automatically normalizes trade flows. Again, 
the different methods of estimating the relevant parameters-in this 
case the distance elasticities-lead to different results (see Weber 
1987). Nevertheless, even an approximate method is Iikely to lead to 
a substantial improvement in the interlocality trade potential indica
tors in Table 2, which do not take into account the distance between 
localities and the fact that many activities (for example, retailing, 
much of food production, and household services) are relatively 
localized. 

Many activities have a characteristic range over which they are 
traded. This may be indicated by the fluctuations in location quotients 
with the increasing size of localities. Figure 2, for example, shows 
variations in location quotients for retailing activities. Since this is a 
ubiquitous activity, ail but the smallest localities have a location 
quotient of about unity. Nevertheless, even for the smaller localities 
the variation in the location quotients is substantial because sorne 
small localities are serviced by concentrations of producers in 
neighbouring small localities or by regional centres. The situation is 
similar with localized manufacturing such as foodstuffs. As central 
place theory suggests, such activities as specialized services tend to be 
concentrated in somewhat larger regions-typically those with a 
major population centre--so that small localities tend to have very 
Iittle of this activity. Primary resource production, in contrast, is also 
localized but in a geologically specifie way. 
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18 
TABLE 4 Propensity and Localization Coefficients Resulting from Regressing the 
Relative Size of Localities against Trade Levels for the Toronto-Buffalo-Rochester 
Region 

6-'
1 !J\	 [i1 

Seclor	 Propensity (A) Localization (a)
1 l '\ 1\ 
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Primary industries 0.50 0.10 
Agriculturc 0.60 0.05 
Mining 0.60 0.15 

Construction 0.15 0.40 
Manufacturing 0.10 0.60 

Food, beverages, tobacco 0.10 0.80 
Textiles 0.60 0.20 
Leathcr 0.50 0.25 
Clothing 0.25 0.45 
Lumber 0.40 0.10 
Furniture and fixturcs 0.30 0.40 
Papcr products 0.15 0.60 

1 l'rinting, publishing, allicd 0.20 OAO 
Chemicals 0.20 0.50 
Rubber, plastics 0.20 0.40 

1 1 Petroleum, coal products 0.70 0.10 
Non-mctallic mineraI products 0.10 1.200,8	 ,. , 
Primary mctals 0.40	 0.151	 . Fabricated mctals 0.15	 0.80

' , i, j , 1 8 , 
0.4, , , 'a 02' 1 0.05 . l'ty (percent) Machinery 0.50 0.30

i , " 01 04. ,1 , " 83. 

0.01. 5ize of Loca 1 Electrical products 0.80 0.15 
Transportation cquipmcnt 030 035 

FIGURE 2 Location quotient by size of locality in the Toronto-Buffalo-Rochester region Other manufacturing 0.30 0.15 
for retailing aclivities Utiti ties / transporta tian 0.25 0.10 

Trade	 0.07 0.50 
Wholcsalc 0.10 0.30

The distinctive variation in location quotients for each activity Rctail 0.05 0.70 
across localities of differcnt size provides one measure of the range or FIRE 0.20 0.30 

Scrviccs 0.20 0.30distance over which each type of commodity or service is traded. Il 
Ileal th	 0.10 DAO

also provides a basis for calibrating the distance elasticities for Education 1.20 0.07 
bilateral economic links between localities using the estimated total 
demand and production of each commodity by region (as calculated contrast, A = 0.1 and a = 0.8, an indication that this activity is far 
from the single-region input-output tables), For the present study, the more localized. Non-metallic materials (Iargely building materials)
relevant parametcrs were obtained for each activity by fitting a are highly localized, as are construction activities in general.
simple model for the relative exports or imports of a locality of the Obviously, this parameterization is region-specifie and depends on 
fonn the precise spatial and sectoral configurations of the localities. Given 

these coefficients, the intraregional trade propensities may beILQ-ll =ASal2 
modified, taking into account the distance between the various 

where S is the relative size of localities. The parameter a is localities (using the radius of the Toronto-Buffalo-Rochester region as 
equivalent to a "gravity" model coefficient, which indicates that the a mctric). 
variations in quotients decrease as the sizes of regions increase. The While the above approximation may be sufficient to modify the 
relative sizes of localities (measured as their total employment) are individual trade indicators, other macroeconomic effects, such as the 
scaled against the size of the Toronto-Buffalo-Rochester region. determination of spillover and gains from trade effects, probably 
Table 4 shows parameters obtained for the major sectors covered by the demand greater precision and a more sophisticated calculation. For 
study. For agriculture, A = 0.6 and a =: 0.05, which suggest that it is example, it was noted earlier that the net gain to Canada from the 
widely traded over considerable distances; for food products, in Free Trade Agreement has been calculated at about 2 percent. 
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AIthough impacts at the level of individual counties and sectors may 
be considerably greater, the net impacts are subject to assumptions used 
for model closing, the mesh-size of localities, and so on, and these can 
lead to differences in the direction, let alone the size, of changes (see 
Sodersten 1980). Again, this makes the acceptance of such calculations 
by policy makers and others less straightforward. 

Conclusion: The Inevitable Catch-22? 

This article has described the regional integration process across the 
Niagara Frontier and the integration process between the Toronto and 
Buffalo area economies. ln doing so, it has raised a number of empirical 
difficulties and considered the application and extension of various 
methodologies to address them. With respect to the credibility of the 
resuIts, even simple methods and limited data can provide indicators 
that have sorne statistical validity for sorne microeconomic purposes 
(such as identifying potential markets), but the precise answers to 
more complex questions (such as the net impact of the Free Trade 
Agreement on a particular locality) may be far more intractable both 
empiricaIly and methodologicaIly. 

A question raised as weIl was whether the sophisticated 
methodologies needed to address sorne of the issues obvia te their use 
as planning tools. AIthough this is a perennial concern for regional 
scientists, it has not yet been satisfactorily resolved. ln a recent 
appraisal, Jensen (1990) wonders whether regional science has 
"contributed virtuaIly nothing to local development" and has "few 
friends among practical men and women [who] perceive the approach 
to have an obsessive concern with observable facts so that [itl has 
become merely a distracting encumberence on real development". Even 
though most of the methodologies employed are based on common
sense assumptions, their application often leads to a level of 
complexity that makes their results unacceptable to many policy 
makers. This damned-if-you-do-and-damned-if-you-don't affair is not 
helped by the fact that the gains of elaboration are often marginal 
and still controversial to policy makers as weIl as academics. 

The approach adopted in this article has been one of exploring one 
possible compromise in relation to a particular audience and a 
particular topical concern, first, by beginning with techniques with 
which local US. policy makers are familiar such as shift-share and 
location quotient methods, and, second, by accepting that in many cases 
policy makers-public as weIl as private-are seeking guidance as 
much as precise answers. The idea of a reasonably simple fiIter that 
will help entrepreneurs, trade associa tions, and the like target 

markets appears acceptable. The construction of an elaborate model 
that might demonstrate that the impacts from integration are smaIl or 
negative, or very unevenly distributed geographicaIly, is more 
problematic and seemingly best left untested from a policy point of 
view. This leaves a kind of middle ground where there appear to be 
possibilities for limited improvements in methods and predictive 
power. With respect to the methods explored here, this means tha t a 
more disaggregated version of the interlocality trade potential matrix 
or the revised ELQ approach may be acceptable, but tha t a cross
border input-output mode], however high on the research agenda and 
however potentiaIly useful it may be, is likely to remain an academic 
exercise. 
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